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ABSTRACT

We report on an analysis of Australian COVID-19 case data to estimate the impact of TTIQ systems
on SARS-CoV-2 transmission in 2020–21. We estimate that in a low prevalence period in the state of
New South Wales (tens of cases per day), TTIQ contributed to a 54% reduction in transmission. In a
higher prevalence period in the state of Victoria (hundreds of cases per day), TTIQ contributed to a 42%
reduction in transmission. Our results also suggest that case-initiated contact tracing can support timely
quarantine in times of system stress. Contact tracing systems for COVID-19 in Australia were highly
effective and adaptable in supporting the national suppression strategy through 2020 and 2021.
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INTRODUCTION1

Test-trace-isolate-quarantine (TTIQ) strategies have been widely employed to mitigate the impacts of2

SARS-CoV-2, particularly during the pre-vaccine era of the pandemic. The aim of TTIQ is to reduce3

transmission through the timely detection and isolation of cases. The potential utility of TTIQ measures4

is pathogen-specific, as it depends on inherent pathogen characteristics, including transmissibility, and the5

extent of pre-symptomatic and asymptomatic transmission [1, 2]. Early in 2020, evidence of significant6

pre-symptomatic [3] and asymptomatic transmission of SARS-CoV-2 [4] indicated that symptomatic case7

isolation alone, while important for mitigating transmission, was unlikely to be an effective containment8

strategy. However, estimates of around four days or longer for the generation interval of SARS-CoV-2 [5,9

6, 7] (the time between an individual becoming infected and then infecting another person) was considered10

to be sufficiently long for contact tracers to identify contacts before they became infectious, suggesting11

the potential for contact tracing and quarantine to have a large additional impact on transmission, provided12

that tracing was rapid and reasonably complete. Indeed, early modelling studies anticipated an important13

role for TTIQ in mitigating transmission, though unless a high proportion of cases could be isolated and14

contacts rapidly traced and quarantined, wider social measures would also be required to achieve outbreak15
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control [8, 9, 10].16

A range of contact tracing strategies are possible and approaches to TTIQ for SARS-CoV-2 have17

varied across settings and through the course of the pandemic. The identification and notification of18

contacts is generally a manual process managed by public health authorities. Faster and more complete19

contact identification is theoretically possible with smartphone-based digital contact tracing[11, 12], and20

while digital approaches were employed in many countries to augment more conventional processes,21

implementation issues have largely prevented them from contributing meaningfully to disease control22

[13, 14]. During the 2020–21 (pre-Omicron) period, standard procedure in Australia was to identify23

contacts via telephone interviews with confirmed cases. Contacts were then directed to quarantine by a24

public health official. This procedure is highly effective at reducing transmission but the per case burden25

on public health response teams is high, and systems can rapidly become overwhelmed at high caseloads.26

When caseloads exceed public health workload capacity, delays from case notification to interview and27

from interview to contact quarantine increase, reducing TTIQ effectiveness [9, 15].28

In countries pursuing a ‘strong suppression’ strategy, including Australia through 2020 and much of29

2021 [16], high performing TTIQ systems supported virus suppression and low daily case incidence was30

critical to the ongoing effectiveness of these systems. In 2020 and 2021, Australia’s most populous state31

of New South Wales (NSW) effectively managed a series of small outbreaks (tens of cases per day) of32

COVID-19 through a combination of intensive case and contact management and limited wider social33

restrictions (with strict border measures also in place). Contact tracing was both upstream for cases with34

no known source of infection, identifying individuals who had contact with the case during the time35

in which the case was likely to have acquired their infection, and downstream, identifying individuals36

who had contact with a confirmed case during the time in which the case was likely to be contagious.37

Furthermore, tracing of ‘secondary contacts’, i.e., identifying contacts of contacts, was performed when38

capacity allowed [17, 18]. Weekly reporting on the performance of NSW contact tracing systems for the39

latter half of 2020 indicated that 100% of cases were interviewed within 24 hours of notification and40

100% of close contacts identified by cases were directed to quarantine by public health officials within 4841

hours of case notification [19]. Formal analysis of various case and behavioural data streams during this42

period also suggest that TTIQ played a key role in outbreak control [20].43

The availability of COVID-19 vaccines in early 2021 triggered a transition from a national goal44

in Australia of no community transmission to one of manageable transmission (from a public health45

and clinical perspective) [21]. This transition recognised that under higher caseloads, new approaches46

to contact tracing were required — which included ‘case-initiated’ contact tracing, whereby cases are47

instructed to self-identify their primary close contacts and ask them to quarantine, and seek a test. In the48

(relatively) early stages of vaccine roll-out, an incursion of the Delta variant of SARS-CoV-2 in June49

2021 led to the largest epidemic wave in Australia (up to thousands of cases per day)[22] prior to the50

emergence of Omicron in late 2021. To adapt to higher caseloads than previously experienced in NSW,51

local health authorities adopted a policy of case-initiated contact tracing in August 2021. This included52

instantaneous result notification via text message to cases, simultaneously directing them to isolate and53

notify their close contacts.54

Here we report on an analysis of Australian COVID-19 case data to estimate the effectiveness of55

TTIQ systems in 2020-21. First, we directly estimate from detailed case data the contribution of TTIQ to56

transmission reduction in situations of low prevalence — tens of cases per day or hundreds of cases per57

day. We then apply a simulation approach, validated by case data, to assess the impact of case-initiated58

contact tracing on TTIQ effectiveness in NSW during the Delta epidemic from July–November 2021.59

METHODS60

Setting61

We focus on the public health response in two of Australia’s eight states/territories: New South Wales62

(NSW) and Victoria (VIC). NSW and VIC are Australia’s two most populous states, with populations of63

more than 8 million and 6 million, respectively, largely concentrated in major urban centres. They also64

have the highest volumes of international travellers and experienced considerably higher total numbers of65

confirmed COVID-19 cases and peak daily incidence than other jurisdictions in 2020–21. Australia’s66

adoption of a ‘strong suppression’ strategy in early 2020 meant that COVID-19 epidemiology through67

much of 2020 and 2021 was characterised by periods of zero case incidence and sporadic outbreaks, as68

detailed elsewhere [23]. However, a number of major waves of infection occurred, most notably a wave69
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Table 1. Location and dates of each TTIQ period and the associated epidemiological context, key
response measures, and the response objective.

TTIQ
period

Setting Epidemiology Response measures
Response
objective

Optimal
NSW
Jul 2020–Jan 2021

Series of small outbreaks of
ancestral virus (tens of cases
per day)

Society was relatively
open except for three
weeks of stay-of-home
orders in a single locality;
intensive TTIQ

No community
transmission

Partial
VIC
Aug 2020

Large outbreak of ancestral
virus (hundreds of cases per
day) with transmission
concentrated in subsections of
the population, including
essential workers and public
housing residents

Stay-at-home orders;
intensive TTIQ

No community
transmission

Case-
initiated

NSW
Aug–Sept 2021

Widespread community
transmission of the Delta
variant (thousands of cases per
day)

Stay-at-home orders;
intensive TTIQ including
case-initiated contact
tracing

Manageable
health and
clinical impacts
during and post
vaccine rollout

of ancestral virus infection in VIC from June–October 2020 and waves of the Delta variant seeded into70

NSW and VIC in mid-2021 (Figure 1).71

Case data72

We use line listed data on cases from NSW and VIC. These data include the dates of key events in the73

TTIQ pathway: date of test, date of notification (of a positive test result to the public health authority),74

date of symptom onset (where applicable), and date of case interview. Additionally, the NSW data contain75

the date of likely infection/exposure and the date of case isolation. Note that for cases detected via76

contact tracing, the date of isolation can be prior to the date of test (i.e., it is technically the date of either77

quarantine or isolation).78

Estimating impact of test-trace-isolate-quarantine systems from case data79

We estimate the impact of TTIQ on transmission for two epidemiological and response contexts within80

the ‘strong suppression’ policy era: very low case loads (tens of cases per day), representing a ‘Optimal’81

TTIQ effect; and relatively higher case loads (hundreds of cases per day) representing a ‘Partial’ TTIQ82

effect (Figure 1 and Table 1). We evaluate the impact of TTIQ in each context by computing a change in83

expected onward transmission.84

The impact of TTIQ systems on transmission depends on both how quickly cases are found and85

isolated, and what proportion of infections are detected (since undetected infections are unlikely to isolate).86

Our analyses assume perfect detection of infections and compliance with isolation. While data to estimate87

case ascertainment in Australia throughout 2020–21, such as from infection prevalence studies, do not88

exist, ascertainment of infections was likely very high during the ‘strong suppression’ era. This was due89

to the intensive contact tracing and epidemiological investigation, with the explicit aim of identifying all90

infections in chains of transmission. Further, Australian jurisdictions repeatedly returned to periods of91

zero case incidence following outbreaks, suggesting negligible undetected transmission.92

‘Optimal’ TTIQ effect93

We estimate the effectiveness of TTIQ at reducing transmission using the empirical distribution of times94

from infection to isolation for all cases in NSW between July 2020 and January 2021. During this period,95

intensive upstream and downstream contact tracing was carried out, caseloads were low (tens per day),96

and the impact of TTIQ was clear in suppressing transmission [19]. While some social restrictions were97

in place, including the closure of nightclubs and person density rules for public venues and workplaces,98

society remained relatively open. In mid-December 2020, two large super-spreading events occurred99

in the NSW locality of Northern Beaches, leading to a rapidly spreading outbreak and imposition of100
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stay-at-home orders in the affected locality for three weeks, in addition to an intensive TTIQ response.101

The outbreak was largely confined to this single locality and never exceeded 70 cases per day.102

We directly translate these intervals from infection to isolation into reductions in potential for onward103

transmission, as described below. We assume that infectiousness over time since infection follows a104

lognormal distribution (as estimated by [5]) and evaluate the overall percentage reduction in infectiousness105

due to TTIQ. We define this reduction as a Optimal TTIQ effect, representing the maximum reduction in106

transmission that we may expect due to TTIQ for that pathogen (i.e., ancestral virus strain), given the107

policy, social, and health system context.108

We calculate the expected reduction in transmission (s; a multiplier on the reproduction number) due109

to isolation as the finite sum (up to a maximum of N = 20 days) of the product of the probability mass110

functions of the isolation delay distribution (πI , delay from infection to isolation) and generation interval111

distribution in the absence of isolation (πG, delay from infection to onward transmission for individuals112

not in isolation):113

s =
∞

∑
δ=0

πI(δ )πG(δ ) (1)

Since the data are only available on a daily time step, we model both πI and πG as discrete probability114

distributions over times since infection to isolation. The generation interval distribution is modelled as a115

discretised log-normal, with parameters given posterior mean estimates from [5]:116

πG(δ |µ,σ) =
∫

δ+1

δ

lognormal(z|µ,σ)dz (2)

When cases are rapidly found and placed into isolation, the isolation delay distribution, πI , has most117

of its mass on small delays and the isolation effect s tends toward 0. At times when cases are not found118

and isolated until after most of their infectious period has passed, πI has most of its mass on large delays119

and s tends toward 1.120

‘Partial’ TTIQ effect121

Similarly detailed data on the date of isolation of cases were not available from VIC, where a major wave122

of infection (hundreds of cases per day) occurred from July–October 2020. As in NSW, intensive upstream123

and downstream contact tracing was in place, and with relatively higher caseloads, contact tracing systems124

were reported to be under stress [24]. Australia’s Common Operating Picture reported that 10% of case125

interviews in VIC were outstanding 48 hours after case notification and public health workforce status,126

including surge capacity, was listed as “saturated” on 27 August 2020 [24]. Stringent stay-at-home orders127

were in place at this time, and while these measures reduced average contact rates at the population-level,128

transmission was concentrated in subsections of the population with higher-than-average rates of contact129

(e.g., health care workers) [20]. Nonetheless, contacts would have been more easily identifiable than in a130

freely mixing population, with most contacts occurring in household and workplace settings.131

By assuming improvements in TTIQ are proportional to improvements in times to detection (i.e.,132

times from symptom onset to test), we estimated the relative performance of TTIQ during this pe-133

riod/epidemiological context where TTIQ was considered to be less effective. More specifically, we134

estimated a distribution of times to isolation using the case data for VIC from 4 August 2020 — the135

peak of daily locally-acquired COVID-19 cases in Australia in 2020. We define the resulting estimated136

reduction in transmission as a Partial TTIQ effect.137

We interpolated the distribution of times from infection to isolation at each date t in VIC, by first138

defining a time-series of weights w(t) based on improvements over time in the delay from symptom139

onset to notification. That is, we applied equation 1 to the distribution of times from assumed infection140

(taken to be 5 days prior to the recorded date of symptom onset [ref]) to notification, πI∗(t) at each time t,141

took the reciprocal of this (so that greater reductions in transmission correspond to higher weights), and142

normalised it to have maximum value 1:143
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s∗(t)≈
N

∑
δ=0

πI∗(t)(δ )πG(δ ) (3)

w(t) =
1− s∗(t)

max(1− s∗(t))
(4)

These weights were used to compute an interpolated time-series of distributions of times from infection144

to isolation πÎ(t) between the time-varying distribution of times from assumed infection to notification145

(πI∗(t), which can be considered an upper bound on the time from infection to isolation), and the Optimal146

period distribution of times from infection to isolation πIO (derived from the NSW case data) as follows:147

πÎ(t)(δ ) = πIO(δ )w(t)+πI∗(t)(δ )(1−w(t)) (5)

This assumes that when operating at its best (the shortest delays from symptom onset to notification),148

the Victorian contact tracing system was operating with the same distribution of times from infection to149

isolation as in NSW during the Optimal reference period. It also assumes that reductions in the distribution150

times from infection to isolation (or assumed infection to notification) scaled according to improvements151

in the times from symptom onset to notification.152

Finally, we took the infection to isolation distribution for the Partial TTIQ period πIP to be the value153

of the interpolated distribution of times from infection to isolation πÎ(t)(δ ) as on 4 August 2020 in VIC.154

Assessing impact of case-initiated contact tracing via simulation155

We use a simulation approach to consider the impact of case-initiated contact tracing on transmission in156

NSW in mid-2021, during the escalating phase of the Delta epidemic wave where caseloads (thousands157

per day with a peak of 1,511 cases per day) were unprecedented in the Australian context. During this158

period, intensive upstream and downstream TTIQ were performed, including case-initiated tracing of159

downstream contacts, and stay-at-home restrictions were in place. We validate our simulations by relating160

them to available data on timeliness of case isolation from NSW over various time periods (Figure 1).161

Model overview162

A stochastic simulation model was used to represent the relationship between contact tracing delays,163

symptomatic detection, and times from infection to isolation in continuous chains of contact tracing. By164

sampling from distributions of contact tracing times, this model generates distributions of time from165

infection to isolation, which were then used to calculate expected reductions in transmission. Note that166

the model assumes perfect detection of infections and compliance with isolation.167

We calculate the expected distribution of times from infection to isolation (TI) from two different delay168

distributions: the time from infection of the source case to infection of the contact (TG, the generation169

interval); and a random sample from the distribution of times from isolation of the source case to isolation170

of the infected contact (TA, the contact tracing delay) (Figure 2). The latter of these is comprised of several171

different component distributions, including the time from swab collection to case notification, the time172

from case notification to case interview, and the times from interview to contact notification and swab173

collection (Figure 3).174

We estimate the distribution over times from infection to isolation (TI) by iteratively sampling infector175

and infectee times to isolation and times to onward transmission in long simulated chains of transmission176

via a recursive sampling algorithm (Markov chain Monte Carlo using a Gibbs sampler) whereby each177

infectee becomes the infector for the next iteration. This yields a stable distribution of times from infection178

to isolation for cases from which the reduction in transmission potential can be calculated.179

The Gibbs sampling algorithm proceeds as follows, and encodes the schematic in Figure 2. We180

initialise the Markov chain by sampling an initial time from infection to isolation TI for an index case.181

This initial value is rapidly ‘forgotten’ by the chain as it moves to its stable state, and therefore results are182

insensitive to the choice of distributions from which to sample initial values. We sampled the initial value183

from a very broad positive-truncated normal distribution as is standard practice for use of Gibbs samplers184

in Markov chain Monte Carlo sampling in Bayesian inference.185

We then iterate the Gibbs sample as follows, incrementing the iteration variable i until a predetermined186

number of samples have been obtained:187
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Figure 1. Daily new cases of COVID-19 reported in the states of New South Wales and Victoria from 1
March 2020 to 1 November 20201. Grey shading indicates the time periods/points of case data from
which Optimal (tens of cases per day), Partial (hundreds of cases per day), and NSW Delta (where a
policy of case-initiated contact tracing was in place, and thousands of cases were reported per day) TTIQ
effects were calculated. Details on the response context during each of these periods are provided in
Table 1.

1. Sample a generation interval TGi from the infectee to the infector from the generation interval
distribution πG, truncated so that the infection cannot occur after the infector’s date of isolation
TIi−1 :

TGi ∼ πG(µ,σ)[0,TIi−1 ] (6)

2. Sample a contact tracing delay between detections of the infector and the infectee TAi from the
contact tracing delay distribution, independently of the other parameters in the Gibbs sampler. The
contact tracing delay distribution is parameterised as a categorical distribution with the vector pF
of probability masses (the frequency of delays) for each possible number of days delayed:

TAi ∼Categorical(pF) (7)

3. Calculate the isolation delay for the infectee TIi from these other delays. The time from the infector
being infected to the infectee being isolated is TIi−1 +TAi , and subtracting the generation interval
from this gives the isolation delay for the infectee:

TIi = TGi −TIi−1 +TAi (8)

4. Increment i so that the infectee becomes the infector for the next iteration of the Gibbs sampler.188

This Gibbs sampler yields (non-independent) samples from TIi , from which the discrete distribution189

πG can be calculated, and used in Equation 1190

Within this modelling framework, we can investigate the likely impacts of various proposed TTIQ191

strategies by adjusting parameters and distributions to represent the implementation of those strategies.192

Modelling case-initiated contact tracing193

We model scenarios of TTIQ with and without case-initiated contact tracing by modifying the overall194

contact tracing delay: the distribution of times from source case isolation to infected contact isolation.195

We model the contact tracing delay as the sum of three other types of delay: the time from swab196

collection to notification, the time from notification to the infected contact being identified (via interview197
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Figure 2. Representation of infection progression for a source case and an infected contact, with the
timings of key TTIQ actions indicated. TTIQ aims to reduce the time from infection to isolation (IA).
Longer tracing delays (TA) result in longer times to quarantine/isolation and a greater proportion of
infectiousness in the community (orange) compared to when delays are short.
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or by the case), and the aggregate of all ‘other’ delays. These other delays might include the time from198

source case isolation to swab collection, and the time from source case interview to the infected contact199

being instructed to isolate. Empirical and modelled distributions for each scenario and contact tracing200

delay are shown in Figure 3.201

For scenarios without case-initiated contact tracing, we estimate the distributions of times from swab202

collection to case notification and from case notification to case interview from NSW data. We use a203

modelled distribution for ‘other’ delays with mean and variance of one day since we are not able to204

estimate these directly from the data.205

For scenarios with case-initiated contact tracing, we use the same delays for times from swab collec-206

tion to notification of the source case, and the ‘other’ delays, but we modify the times from source case207

notification to interview so that some fraction of these delays (those infected contacts that are identified208

by cases) are always set to zero, and the remainder are sampled from the estimated distribution of times209

(some of which are also zero). The zero day delay for cases performing case-initiated contact tracing,210

reflects an assumption that instructions to notify contacts are sent to cases immediately, and that the case211

is immediately able to identify close contacts. It is assumed that the time taken from this point to instruct212

contacts to isolate is the same as for manual contact tracing, and this is included in the same distribution213

of ‘other’ delays.214

215

We applied the above model to three different delay distributions for NSW:216

• Optimal — representing the Optimal TTIQ period in NSW from July 2020–February 2021 when217

the formal case-initiated contact tracing was not in place and thus we assume that contacts start218

quarantine after being identified by a source case interview.219

• ‘Delta epidemic without case-initiated’ — representing the period in NSW from mid-August 2021–220

mid-September 2021 when case-initiated contact tracing was in place but we assume that contacts221

start quarantine only after being identified by a source case interview.222

• ‘Delta epidemic with case-initiated’ — as above, except with an assumption that 80% of infected223

contacts are immediately identified by cases and thus start quarantine on the date of source case224

notification.225

The purpose of the first analysis was to assess how closely our simulation model could reproduce the226

observed times to isolation from the case data during the Optimal TTIQ period. Once satisfied with our227

model calibration/performance, the aim of our second and third analyses was to assess whether the formal228

policy of case-initiated contact tracing reduced delays to isolation. We assessed how closely simulation229

scenarios where contacts were either immediately identified by cases (scenario with case-initiated contact230

tracing) or by public health authorities following a case interview (counterfactual scenario without case-231

initiated contact tracing) match the observed times from infection to isolation from the case data during a232

period in NSW when a policy of case-initiated contact tracing was in place.233

During the ‘Delta epidemic with case-initiated’ scenario, we assumed that 80% of close contacts were234

readily identifiable by the case (e.g., household and workplace contacts). This high proportion reflects the235

fact that stay-at-home restrictions in place during this period minimised the number of social contacts and236

concentrated infected contacts in household and essential workplace settings where contacts are fewer237

and more easily identifiable. We would expect the fraction of cases found by case-initiated contact tracing238

to be smaller under less stringent restrictions.239

RESULTS240

Figure 4 displays estimates of times from infection to isolation and TTIQ impact on transmission from241

case data. We estimate that periods of Optimal TTIQ in reduced transmission by 54% (left panel) and242

Partial TTIQ resulted in a 42% reduction in transmission (middle panel). Further, in the escalating phase243

of the Delta epidemic in NSW (mid-August to mid-September 2021), we estimate that TTIQ systems were244

able to reduced transmission by 40% (right panel). The distribution of times from infection to isolation245

did not vary significantly over the Optimal TTIQ period, suggesting that the performance of NSW’s TTIQ246

system was consistent over a range of levels of social restriction.247

Figure 5 displays times from infection to isolation and corresponding TTIQ impact on transmission as248

predicted by our simulation model under three different delay scenarios. The left panel shows that our249
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Figure 3. Modelled distributions of various delays in the contact tracing process as estimated from NSW
data (dots = data). These distributions are used as inputs in our model of TTIQ impact on transmission.
Time from swab collection to notification and notification to interview are informed by NSW data from
July 2020 to February 2021 (‘NSW Optimal’, row 1) and from mid-August to mid-September 2021
(‘NSW Delta epidemic without case-initiated’, row 2). ‘Other delays’ is calibrated to match the overall
distribution of delays from infection to isolation for the ‘Optimal’ period and has a mean delay of one day.
This represents all other delays in the contact tracing process that we are not yet to estimate from data. For
example, the time from interview to contact notification and the time from contact notification to isolation.
‘NSW Delta epidemic with case-initiated’ (row 3) assumes the same delays as for ‘NSW Delta epidemic
without case-initiated’ except that 80% of notification to interview delays are set to zero. This represents
a high proportion of contacts being immediately advised by the case to isolate (e.g., household contacts).
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Figure 4. Distribution of delays from infection to isolation, and the resulting percentage reduction in
transmission, estimated from case data under three delay scenarios (as outlined in Figure 15). Optimal is
times from infection to isolation from NSW case data between July 2020 and January 2021. The
distribution of times from infection to isolation for Partial and NSW Delta are extrapolated from Optimal
based on delays from symptom onset to notification measured for VIC on 4 August 2020 (Partial) and for
NSW on 15 August 2021 (NSW Delta). Dashed vertical lines indicate the time of symptom onset.

Figure 5. Distribution of delays from infection to isolation, and the resulting percentage reduction in
transmission, predicted by our model under three delay scenarios (as outlined in Figure 15). Dashed
vertical lines indicate the time of symptom onset.

simulation model can re-produce the transmission reduction calculated from observed distributions of250

times from infection to isolation (Optimal TTIQ, 55% reduction). The middle panel shows that with a251

high level of case-initiated contact tracing, NSW contact tracing delays measured during the escalating252

phase of the Delta epidemic (August-September 2021) would be able to achieve similar reductions in253

transmission as for the Partial TTIQ period in VIC 2020 (48% reduction). The right panel shows that the254

contact tracing delays in NSW during the Delta epidemic are predicted to have resulted in a much smaller255

reduction in transmission (24% reduction) if case-initiated contact tracing (or other strategies to reduce256

times to isolation) were not in place. Furthermore, our predicted transmission reduction with case-initiated257

contact tracing (middle panel, Figure 5) broadly aligns with that estimated directly from NSW case data258

(right panel, Figure 4). That is, the distribution of times from infection to isolation resulting from our259

scenario assuming case-initiated contact tracing are closer to the observed distribution of times to isolation260

from NSW case data, than the counterfactual scenario assuming health authority initiated contact tracing261

only. This suggests that implementation of a formal case-initiated contact tracing policy was successful in262

reducing delays to isolation and contributed to transmission reduction during the escalating phase of the263

Delta epidemic wave in August 2021 when caseloads were thousands per day.264
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DISCUSSION265

We assessed the impact of TTIQ on SARS-CoV-2 transmission in Australia during 2020 and 2021, using266

data from specific locations and times to represent a range of epidemiological and response contexts.267

We estimate that in a very low prevalence period (tens of cases per day) in the state of NSW, under268

social restrictions of varying stringency, TTIQ contributed to a 54% reduction in transmission. In a269

higher prevalence period (hundreds of cases per day) in the state of VIC, under stay-at-home orders,270

TTIQ contributed to a 42% reduction in transmission. Our analysis also suggests that switching to a271

case-initiated contact tracing policy in NSW during the 2021 Delta epidemic (thousands of cases per day272

with a peak of 1,511 cases) contributed to the maintenance of high levels of TTIQ effectiveness under273

(relatively) high case loads.274

These findings must be interpreted in light of the COVID-19 epidemiology and response policy275

from 2020–21 in these jurisdictions, and our key modelling assumptions. Our analyses assume perfect276

detection of infections (i.e., 100% case ascertainment), which we believe is reasonable for Australia’s277

‘strong suppression’ era. This was due to the large-scale community testing, intensive contact tracing278

and epidemiological investigation (including extensive use of sequencing to link cases to clusters), with279

the explicit aim of identifying all infections in chains of transmission. Test positivity was consistently280

very low [25], very few cases had no clear source of infection [26], and jurisdictions repeatedly returned281

to periods of zero case incidence following outbreaks (Figure 1), all suggesting negligible undetected282

transmission.283

In the absence of temporal data on the prevalence of infections in NSW and VIC, such as via random284

population screening as performed in the United Kingdom [27, 28], we cannot robustly estimate case285

ascertainment. If case ascertainment were less than 100%, then actual reductions in transmission due286

to TTIQ would be lower than estimated here, since undetected infections are less likely to isolate. The287

percentage reduction in transmission is approximately linearly proportional to the fraction of infections288

detected. For example, if only half of infected people are detected, only half of infections can have any289

onward transmission events averted due to isolation.290

Our analyses assume perfect compliance with isolation and quarantine. That is, all individuals are291

assumed to stay in isolation/quarantine from the isolation start date (either reported or inferred) for the292

remainder of their infectious period. Data are not available to estimate levels of isolation compliance, but293

we expect that it was very high in Australia during the analysis period due to both support to maintain294

isolation, including welfare checks and counselling, and financial penalties for non-compliance of up to295

$5,000 enforced through home visits by police/military [29]. Nonetheless, compliance was unlikely to296

be perfect (encompassing both individuals who partially isolate and those who do not isolate at all), and297

would have resulted in lower reductions in transmission due to TTIQ than estimated here.298

Our estimates of the TTIQ impact on transmission were made for periods when other, synergistic,299

public health measures were in place, including restrictions on population movement and social gatherings.300

These measures reduce the pressure on TTIQ systems by both directly contributing to transmission301

reduction and reducing the per case burden on public health authorities (since on average cases would302

have fewer contacts per day to trace). Strict stay-at-home measures were in place in VIC during the Partial303

TTIQ period (August 2020), including: a night-time curfew; one hours’ outdoor exercise allowance;304

once daily shopping for essential supplies; restrictions on movement more than 5km from a person’s305

residence; and strict definitions of essential workers and businesses. While population-average rates of306

daily non-household contacts were significantly reduced during this period, epidemiological assessments307

suggested that the populations in which transmission was concentrated likely had higher-than-average308

levels of social contact [20]. Stay-at-home measures were also in place when NSW enacted case-initiated309

contact tracing (July 2021). When simulating case-initiated contact tracing, we assumed that a high310

proportion of contacts could be identified by the case, which while likely reasonable under stay-at-home311

conditions, was unlikely to be possible under lighter social restrictions.312

During the Optimal TTIQ period from July 2020–December 2020, NSW effectively controlled a313

series of localised outbreaks while society remained relatively open (though some restrictions were in314

place such as social gatherings capped at 20 people). In our previous analysis of this period of the NSW315

epidemic (using a different modelling approach and data sources including social contact data [20]), we316

estimated that levels of population-mixing were sufficient to support continued epidemic growth, yet each317

outbreak was brought under control, which we interpreted as reflecting a strong TTIQ response. The318

performance of TTIQ in NSW was maintained during a rapidly growing outbreak in mid-December 2020319
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(resulting from two large super-spreading events), likely supported by stay-at-home orders imposed in the320

affected locality for three weeks.321

The impact of TTIQ on SARS-CoV-2 transmission has been investigated in a number of other settings322

[30, 31, 9, 15, 32, 33, 34, 35]. These studies use either mathematical models, parameterised to COVID-19323

transmission and contact tracing processes [30, 31, 9, 15, 35], or perform empirical analyses of case data324

[32, 33, 34]. Others have assessed the combined impact of TTIQ and social restrictions by measuring325

serial intervals over time (time between the symptom onsets of an index case and a secondary case) since326

the more quickly infected people are identified and isolated, the fewer the opportunities for transmission327

late in the infectious period, the shorter the serial interval [36]. Disentangling the relative impact of328

TTIQ measures from other response measures is challenging, partly because interventions are often329

implemented in rapid succession, but also because much of the case data available to inform such analyses330

is incomplete or biased in ways that are difficult to measure. In an analysis of the effectiveness of 13331

categories of non-pharmaceutical interventions in reducing SARS-CoV-2 transmission using case data332

from 2020, Liu and colleagues concluded that evidence regarding the effectiveness of testing and contact333

tracing was inconsistent and inconclusive [32].334

Because our study is based on pairs of exposure and isolation times for cases that likely represented335

a very high proportion of all infections, we are able to directly quantify the impact on transmission of336

truncating the infectious period of cases via TTIQ measures. However, we are not able to estimate the337

extent to which these systems may have been assisted by other measures, and therefore our results must338

be interpreted in context of the other measures in place, as discussed above.339

Davis and colleagues performed a mathematical modelling study to estimate potential TTIQ effective-340

ness in the United Kingdom (UK) in 2020–21 [30]. The model incorporated information on TTIQ systems341

in the UK (e.g., test turnaround time, percentage of symptomatic individuals presenting for testing, etc.)342

and used population survey data on isolation compliance. They concluded that well-implemented contact343

tracing could provide up to a 15% reduction in onward transmission (above and beyond reductions in344

transmission due to physical distancing behaviour).345

It is not surprising that we estimate a much stronger effect of TTIQ in Australia compared to the346

UK study. The UK study assumed imperfect compliance with isolation (up to 90%), imperfect tracing347

coverage (up to 80% of contacts reached), and 50% of symptomatic individuals presenting for testing.348

Further, it does not account for the effects of strategies other than downstream contact tracing to identify349

contacts, such as the tracing of upstream or secondary contacts, since these were not part of UK test trace350

isolate procedures at the time (and likely unsustainable under the case burden). In contrast, in Australia351

contact tracing for COVID-19 from 2020 through to 2021 was not just focused on primary contacts352

identified by the case, authorities also used location-based contact identification, traced both primary353

and secondary contacts (when capacity allowed), and routinely performed upstream tracing for cases354

with no identified source of infection (supported by rapid genomic sequencing) [17]. Location-based355

contact identification, supported by QR code ‘sign-in’ systems, provided an additional ‘ring’ of contact356

identification and management. The designation of ‘contacts’ requiring management by these means357

was much more inclusive than many close contact definitions employed in other countries [9, 37, 38].358

Furthermore, the level of presentation by the Australian public for testing was high throughout the analysis359

period (2020–21), including during periods of low or zero prevalence. During a localised outbreak in360

December 2020, NSW recorded 69,809 tests in 24 hours (8.7 tests per 1,000 population), reporting seven361

confirmed cases in that period [25].362

In addition to assumptions of perfect case ascertainment and perfect compliance, there are a number363

of other limitations to the analysis presented here. Our model assumed that in the absence of a formal364

case-initiated contact tracing policy, infected contacts would not isolate until after being identified by a365

case interview. However, cases may inform household members and other close contacts of their positive366

result, and these contacts may choose to self-isolate. The predominance of such self-directed isolation367

behaviour will likely be difficult to estimate from data, since recorded dates of isolation could represent368

the date when contacts are instructed to isolate, the date when they began isolating, or the last day in the369

community, but not all three dates. To simulate case-initiated contact tracing in the escalating phase of the370

Delta epidemic in NSW, we reduced the time from case notification to notification of their contacts (i.e.,371

removing the delay case notification to case interview). While our model incorporating these assumptions372

was able to closely match the observed times to isolation, it is possible that other strategies implemented373

by health authorities or changes in population behaviour during this period may have also reduced delays374
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to isolation.375

We did not examine the effectiveness of TTIQ response in Australia’s six other states and territories,376

largely due to very low (or zero) case incidence over the analysis period (and hence scarce data available377

for analysis). However, we expect that the TTIQ systems in these jurisdictions were high-performing,378

since similarly intensive TTIQ strategies as used in NSW and VIC were employed in response to SARS-379

CoV-2 incursions. For example, in response to an incursion in November 2020 (fewer than 50 cases in380

total), the state of South Australia imposed state-wide stay-at-home restrictions and employed intensive381

tracing of primary and secondary contacts, placing contacts in hotels for the duration of their quarantine382

period [18].383

Our study demonstrates the high impact of TTIQ on SARS-CoV-2 transmission in Australia from384

2020–21, prior to the emergence of the Omicron variant in November 2021. High-performing TTIQ385

systems were both critical to the maintenance of Australia’s strong suppression strategy and directly386

assisted by the low prevalence environment. Our analysis also highlights the value of surveillance data387

that enables the evaluation of intervention effectiveness. Direct estimates of TTIQ impact would not388

have been possible without systematic collection of the dates of likely exposure and isolation of cases by389

public health response teams in NSW. These data supported both real-time operational decision-making,390

including local case and contact management, and longer-term strategic response planning, with estimates391

of TTIQ impact incorporated in a range of modelling analyses supporting Australia’s 2021 national392

COVID-19 ‘re-opening’ plan [21].393
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